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atavism
A tendency to revert to something ancient or ancestral.
The more civilized a society seems to be the more susceptible it is to its
buried atavism.

change
Money given in exchange for the same sum in larger units.
He is going to be worse for the next two or three days because the moon
has changed.

countermand An order revoking a previous one.
He was already countermanding her.

coup A direct pocketing of the cue ball, which is a foul stroke.
He was overthrown in an army coup.

dramatic
(of a person or their behaviour) intending or intended to create an effect;
theatrical.
With a dramatic gesture she put a hand to her brow.

fend Look after and provide for oneself, without any help from others.
The youngsters had to fend for themselves after their parents died.

flip The act of flipping a coin.
A quick flip through my cookery books.

funnel Guide or channel something through or as if through a funnel.
A funnel of light fell from a circular ceiling.

inverse
Something inverted in sequence or character or effect.
A term is in inverse proportion to another term if it increases or decreases
as the other decreases or increases.

inversion

A transformation in which each point of a given figure is replaced by
another point on the same straight line from a fixed point especially in such
a way that the product of the distances of the two points from the centre of
inversion is constant.
Administration officials admit that their new effort to deter corporate
inversions won t actually stop the practice.
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invert Put upside down or in the opposite position, order, or arrangement.
When forming a question invert the subject and the verb.

locative A word in the locative case.

obverse Of or denoting the obverse of a coin or medal.
True solitude is the obverse of true society.

opposite Of angles between opposite sides of the intersection of two lines.
The opposite sex.

overthrow A score made because the ball has been overthrown.
The Czar was overthrown.

overturn Cause to overturn from an upright or normal position.
The crowd proceeded to overturn cars and set them on fire.

rearrange Change (the position, time, or order of something.
She rearranged her skirt as she sat back in her chair.

renovate Restore (something old, especially a building) to a good state of repair.
They renovated the ceiling of the Sistine Chapel.

replacement A person who follows next in order.
A hip replacement.

retrograde Show retrograde motion.
Our history must retrograde for the space of a few pages.

reversal An adverse change of fortune.
The reversal of the image in the lens.

reverse Reverse the position order relation or condition of.
The ship s engines reversed and cut out altogether.

setback
An unfortunate happening that hinders or impedes; something that is
thwarting or frustrating.
They had to get permission to overlap the city s setback lines.

subvert Destroy completely.
We must not let our civil liberties be subverted by the current crisis.

takeover
An act of assuming control of something, especially the buying out of one
company by another.
A company threatened with takeover.

throwback Characteristic of an atavist.
A lot of his work is a throwback to the fifties.

transposition The act of reversing the order or place of.
He wrote a textbook on the electrical effects of transposition.
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turnabout
A sudden and complete change or reversal of policy, opinion, or of a
situation.
The move was a significant turnabout for the company.

turnaround Time need to prepare a vessel or ship for a return trip.
It was a remarkable turnaround in his fortunes.

upset The act of upsetting something.
The dam will upset the ecological balance.
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